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Doka forms major part of Wood Wharf masterplan

Work is well underway at Wood Wharf on the new A2 and A3 buildings which will be located next to
London’s well-known financial district Canary Wharf. Once complete, the development will consist of a
range of studios and one to three-bedroom apartments and form part of the cluster of towers currently
being constructed in the area by Canary Wharf Contractors. Doka’s automatic climbing formwork SKE
50 Plus, guided climbing formwork Xclimb 60 and Framax Xlife framed wall panel system are all being
used to construct the mixed-use buildings.
Due for completion in 2019, the £59.6 million development will consist of 517 residential units, flexible
retail space, community and leisure space and associated open spaces, infrastructure and utilities. The
ambition is to provide new residents with superior views of the surrounding gardens and across London
from the exclusive waterfront setting.
Collaboration
Canary Wharf Contractors awarded specialist contractor Kilnbridge Construction & Civil Engineering the
contract to construct the multi-purpose concrete frame development. With vast experience in the
commercial, mixed use, residential and retail sectors, Kilnbridge then appointed Doka as the full-service
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formwork provider for the project. Comprehensive knowledge of the high-rise sector enabled Doka to
design and engineer a formwork solution to meet the on-site specifications and design brief.
The scope of works involves the construction of the common basement and medium to high-rise
structures with an overall RC footprint of over 65,000m². Building A2 comprises 18 floors, whilst Building
A3 comprises a further 42 floors of concrete frame. Altogether, the two buildings comprise 5,600 tonnes
of reinforcement, 31,000m³ of concrete and 65,200m² of soffit formwork.

Wood Wharf A3 taking height in preparation for the tenth wall pour with Doka’s SKE 50 Plus
Rapid climbing
Multiple formwork solutions were developed to meet the demands of the project and Doka were able to
provide all Jumpform requirements, enabling the cores to be constructed safely and on programme.
Building A2
Building A2 comprises 14 and 18 storey cores which were constructed using Doka’s guided climbing
formwork Xclimb 60, allowing Kilnbridge to climb the Jump Formwork simultaneously, quickly and safely.
Xclimb 60 was specifically chosen to construct building A2 as no trailing platform was required, which
enabled the recovery of the support shoes from the main slab just three levels below. In addition to this,
a trailing platform was also introduced which reduced the requirements to recover anchors and provided
a cost-effective solution.
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Doka’s Xclimb 60 system in use
Building A3
For this more complex and taller structure, Kilnbridge utilised Doka’s fully automatic climbing formwork
SKE 50 Plus, which helped to dramatically reduce cycle times and ensured that adapting to the changing
geometry of the core walls (which occurred on several occasions) was an easy challenge to overcome. As
the core structure dimensions changed, some areas primarily at the top of the core also required bespoke
adaptions which Doka managed to provide effective solutions for. SKE was also on the critical path so it
needed to be at least three levels in front of the main slab. As well as meeting the highest safety standards,
the V140 hydraulic unit which can climb up to 24 cylinders simultaneously allowed all the external
platforms to climb together, minimising any leading edges.

Doka’s SKE 50 Plus system in use
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Full Service Package
Consisting of personal competence training and formwork demonstration for the correct climbing
procedures and safe use of the automatic and guided climbing systems, Doka put together a full-service
package to support the onsite team. Kilnbridge Construction Director Tony Collier commented “The Doka
climbing formwork systems employed on the Wood Wharf projects have produced safe working
environments that in turn have resulted in greater efficiency and significant programme benefits to the
project.” Derrick Potter, Doka’s Major Project Manager, added “Due to Kilnbridge’s early engagement
with Doka on the concrete core requirements, we were able to fully understand their needs and
challenges and deliver what we promised.”
Engineering Excellence
Taking a holistic approach to the design and working closely with the customer, Doka’s high-rise specialists
developed a practical formwork and safety focused concept adapted to the tight construction schedule
and severe limitations of the available assembly space, all of which was necessary for the three-tower
build. The site operated on a very small footprint with other contractors working in close proximity of the
tower blocks. This meant a lot of coordination and logistical planning was required from Doka to
effectively service the site.
Site challenges and solutions
First choice for the walls was Doka’s systemised wall formwork, Framax Xlife. The consistent 15cm
increment-grids and high level of adaptability meant that Framax was the standout solution. Kilnbridge
also opted to use the single sided Framax Monotec clamp with its integrated tie nut in combination with
the Framax panels in areas with reduced access to the back of the panels. The Montec tie allowed the
form ties to be fixed on face by one person and therefore sped up construction time.

Doka’s visible framed formwork Framax Xlife & guided climbing
formwork Xclimb 60
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About Doka:
Doka is a world leader in developing, manufacturing and distributing formwork technology for use in all
fields of the construction sector. Operating across the globe for 150 years and within the UK for over 20
years, Doka have locations in Maidstone, Sheffield and Glasgow in order to be close to their customers
and can leverage the wider Doka group production, technical and product expertise when required.
Values taken from this level of experience provide Doka with a solid foundation for developing, renting
and selling high quality, safe formwork and shoring solutions for sectors including transport, energy,
water, commercial & office, health & education and multi-family apartment construction.

Visit www.doka.com/uk for more information
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